First-Order Mathematical Correlation Between Damping and Resonance Frequency Evaluating the Bone-Implant Interface.
Various advanced technologies have been designed to estimate dental implant stability, including insertion torque, implant damping using the Periotest, and resonance frequency analysis expressed in implant stability quotient units. This study aimed to establish the relationship between the estimates for these three techniques. Bovine cortical bone blocks were trimmed to square shapes of precisely controlled thickness and density. Thereafter, 4-mm-diameter × 10-mm-long implants were placed in the bone blocks using 30-, 45-, and 60-Ncm insertion torques. Implant damping and resonance frequency analysis were conducted at four angles for each implant. Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated to examine the relationship between insertion torque, resonance frequency analysis, and implant damping measured values. Resonance frequency analysis and implant damping estimates exhibited a strong inverse correlation (r = -0.98, P < .001). A linear equation was formulated: Periotest value = 15.54 + (-0.26 × implant stability quotient). Implant damping and resonance frequency estimates revealed a weak correlation with insertion torque (P < .05). This study mathematically defined a linear correlation between implant damping and resonance frequency estimates, thereby providing a guide for clinicians when deciding the loading time for dental implants using the implant damping or resonance frequency estimates.